The IU chapter of Zeta Beta Tau was placed on cease and desist for indecent behavior, alcohol and other violations of the Office of Student Conduct. The chapter will be suspended until further notice.

The IU chapter of Zeta Beta Tau was placed on disciplinary status last semester for engaging in indecent behavior, alcohol and other violations of the Office of Student Conduct. The chapter will be suspended until further notice.

Experts recommend professors use ChatGPT as learning tool

By Isabel Vincent

ChatGPT is a new, interactive AI chatbot created by OpenAI that can learn and respond to a user’s questions. It can take a prompt and produce unique written responses, solve math and science problems, and produce computer code. Some IU professors say ChatGPT should not be banned but instead used as a way to supplement their teaching.

ChatGPT poses a threat to all disciplines, including research, what will we need to retool the tool, teach it using it to create lesson plans and provide assistance with grants so students can get into graduate school, according to Greg Streit, director of the Center for Innovative Teaching and Learning at IU. Since professors and students will have to work together to modify the tool to use in new ways, it will be important to think critically about the changes necessary and how they will be implemented.

IU professor included in list of authors cut from AP African American Studies course

By Gentry Kenner

A textbook written by IU sociology professor Fabio Biasia has been removed from the curriculum of an upcoming Advanced Placement course on African American studies. Biasia is one of several authors cut out of the course for offenses related to the values of the College Board.
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